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ABSTRACT 

This thesis :is p:r:i.In3.rily a study of the gaseous state of magnesium 

oxide. Vapor pressme measurements on the solid ox.ide show that the 

solid vaporizes mainly into molecular speeies o Spectroscopic experi-· 

ments have been conducted and ~ave shown that the known gaseous 
1
i; 

electronic state of HgO i,s not the principal vaporizing specie. A 

study of the ultraviolet bands» produced by magnesium burning in air, 

prove the ground electronic levelof the molecule involved in this 

1 transition is more :important than the .Z state of HgO. Within experi-

mental uncertainty the heat of sublimation obtained. from vapor pressure 

measurements a.grees w.i th a spect::'oscopiaa.lly determined heat of subli-

ma.tion of the unknown specie inv·olved in the ultraviolet tran{3itiort., 

The dissociation energy o:f SnO has been def:.erm.ined by combin.:i.ng 

·~the heat of formation. of SnO and a redetermi.n~d value of the heat of 

subl:im:l.tion of tin., The dissociation energy obta:ined thermochenically 

agrees with a linear B:irge~Sponer extrapolation to the ground state 

atomso 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent reviews1- 3 of the thermochemical and spectroscopic data of 

the gaseous alkaline earth oxides have revealed several discrepancies 

in the dissociation energies of these molecules. In general, heats of 

dissociation obtained from vapor pressure measurements do not agree 

with spectroscopically obtained valueso These reviewers point out 

that where thermochemical data are available, with the exception of 

BaO, the spectroscopic value is much lower than the thermochemical 

value. The spectroscopie values obtained from Birge-Sponer extrapo-. 

lations of the vibrational levels of the lowest lmown 1L: states are 

in some cases as much as t~ee electron volts lower than the thermo-

chemical values. Vapor pressure measurements will give erroneous 

heats when the principal vaporizing specie is unknown and an L~-

correct one is assumed. On the other ~~nd, spectroscopic values 

may be for an excited state of the molecule and since thermochemical 

data refers to ground states~ agreement would not be expected~ 

With a flame technique Huldt and Lagerqvist1 obtained independent 

values which in most cases agreed with values based on vapor pressure 

measurements. Jf one accepts the high values for the thermochemical 

dissociation energy and the low value for the spectroscopic dissoci

ation energy of the 
1.z states, then some molecule other than the ~ 

must be the principal gaseous specie. Since vapor pressure data do 

not eliminate the possibility of a complex molecule$ the principal 

vaporizing specie must be another electronic state of the monomer or 

a polyatomic molecule. In their flame work Huldt and Lagerqvist 

considered only the monomer to be L~portant and do not indicate 

whether or not their results were sufficient to eliminate the 

possibility of other molecules. 
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If a monomer were suspected of being the main specie, the problem 

of establishing the true ground state would still remain., A further 

study of the spectra in a hope of finding transitions involving the 

ground state would be necessary. Other systems 'such as the unanalyzed 

bands obtained in absorption iii flames by Barrow and Crawford4 may 

involve a lower state of MgO. Brewer3 has pointed -out that the ground 

states of these ~~iecules my be triplet instead of singlet states. 

Correlation rules allow only triplet states to be produc~~ from-the 

ground states of the free atoms. 

Evidence for the existence of polymers has been-shown by Aldriche 5 

He was able to produce ions such as Ba2o2+ in,a mass spectrograph, and 

hence the existence of oxide dimers cannot arbitrarily be discounted. 

Brewer and Mastick6 have shown from theoretical bonding considerations, 

however, that such molecules as Mg20 should have no chemical importance$ 

In a hope of explaining the nature of the _gaseous state of these 

oxides, a specific investigation of MgO was initiatedo The following 

equations show the various possible modes of vaporization: 

(1) MgO(s) = Hg(g) + x02(g) + (1-2x) O(g) 

(2) . MgO (s) = MgO (g, 1~) 

(3) MgO (s) = MgO (g1 X) 

(4) MgO(s) = 1/x(MgO) 
X 

X and (MgO)x represent possible gaseous electronic states of MgO 

and polymers respectively, MgO(g, 
1~) refers tq the gaseous 1~ state 

.of MgO and MgO(s) refers to the solid standard stateo The basic 
{ 

problem is to determine which of these is the principal vaporization 

process. The essential phases to be considered then are: 

(1) Does MgO(s) vaporize minly to the elements or to molecules? 

(2) If MgO(s) does vaporiz~ into molecules, is MgO (g, ~) the 

most important specie? 

\ 
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(3) If HgO (g, 1L:) is not the principal specie, is there another 

electronic state of MgO which is important or does the solid vaporize 

into po~vatomic molecules? 

i 
-/ 
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I. VAPOR PRESSURE DETERHDTA.TIONS 

Direct vapor pressure data for 1·1g0 have not been reported and the 

signifidant thermochem:i.cal data for the vapor· is that reported by Huldt 

1 and Lagerqvist. . The vapor pressure of MgO was therefore measured by 

the Knudsen effusion technique., The method measures the rate at which 

a gas enclosed in a crucible effuses out through a snnll orifice into 

a vacuum and is based on the fact that the rate of effusion of a par-

ticular specie is proportional to its partial pressure e For vapor 

pressure determinations the solid or liquid is heated in a Knudsen 

cell to the desired temperature and the vap~ effuses out the orifice 

into a vacuum. As long as the hole in the crucible cover is small as 

compared to the cross sectional area of the crucible, the gas inside 

will approach the true equilibrium pressureo The observed rate of 

effusion is the sum of the rates of the individual atoms and molecrules, 

and hence the weight loss per unit time is an integral quantity.. For 

Mgo, however, it is possible from lmown the:t"modyna.m.i;.c data to calculate 

the equilibrium concentrations of Mg(g), O(g), and o2(g)e ~thermore, 

if these are the only important species, the observed presst~e should 

'be in agreement with the ~alculated pressureo 

~rimenta.J. 

In the 1ni tial runs 'the Knudsen cells consisted of tungsten 

crucibles with tungsten covers., . In every case the empty crucibles 

and the MgO were weighed. separately before and after heating. The 

crucibles were heated inductively in a vacuum, the same technique as 

7 that used by Brewer and Searcy. Pressures within the vacuum system 

varied from .,1 to .,05 microns, increasing slightly at the beginning of 

a run and then rapidly decreasing. In later experiments the same 

procedure was used when BeO and Zr02 cruc~b!es were used_ as containers, 
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except that tungsten shields were used as heating elements. Crucibles 

containing the :t-1t;O 1>rere placed inside slightly larger ones to prevent 

them from being attacked by contact with tungsten radiation shieldso The 

HgO used was the Reagent Special grade of Baker and Adamson~ 

Temperatures were read with a calibrated optical pyrometer and the 

proper window corrections were added., The uncertainties in the tempera-

• tures are not more than ten degrees., 

Results_£!: ·Vapor Pressure Heasurements 

The tungsten crucibles proved to be undesirable as containers for 

~~Oe The results are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Area of 'I'otal ~Jeight Height Loss of 
Time Effusion Hole Loss of Cell Crucible Alone 

Run TeiDE• 0~ (sec) in cm2 in gr. in gr • 

1 1970 3600 .,0314 .010 • 060 
2 2110 3600 .0314 .146 .186 
3 1960 5200 .,0314 .110 o058 

As is seen in Table 1, there is considerable attack of the crucible. 

The reduction of r"rgo follows the general equation: U + xHgO. = V.lOx • + x?fe (g)., 

If one assUI:J.es a value of x, the weight loss due to effusion of Hg (g) can 

be ca-lculated from the weight loss of the crucible alone. X-ray analysis 

·shm-1ed that collected portions of the effusate contained free tungsten 

.and the only explanation is that there is appreciable volatility of WOx• 

There is the possibility that \i/O(g) is formed, which, when collected on 

a cool collector plate, disproportiona tes to 'vJ and W02• Phases other than 

H appeared on the X-ray patterns but ;.rere not identifiable., Run 2 shows 

that WOx does not completely vaporize, and consequently in Runs 1 and 2 

the total volatility cannot be explained as simply the contributions 
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from HOx and free Hg(g) even assuming :x: is 3.. The MgO(s) must there

fore contribute measurably to the total volatility., 

Hore satisfactory results Wf~re obta.ined when BeO and zra2 

crucibles were used as•Mgo containE;rs. Table 2 shows the comprehensive 

results of the vapor pressure measurementse 

• 
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Time Area of- Height 
Temp, in Hole in Loss 

cm2 Rnn OK Sec. in gr. 

1 2040 3900 o0177 .025 

2 20!,.0 3900 .0177 .018 

.3 2140 9300 ,.0177 a184 

4 2200 3600 .0177 el45 

... 

Table 2 

- Pr.rg 
(From <-

Rate Eqa) 
Kl 

TT 

J:\.2 . _.. 
ln aura., 

4.5 x lo-5 1$1 x lo-11 
_, 

9Q8 X' 10 '+ 

3o3 x 10-5 1.1 x io'""11 9o8 X 10-/~ 
~ 

1 I 1 -/+ o"+ X 0 1.6 x lo-10 2.0 X 10-3 

-4 3o0 X 10 7.7 x lo·-10 2.8 X 10-3 

- ...... 
....) 

LfR 
(Calc~cbted 

Theoretic,-:.ll v) ' v 

iT" atn. -
~ 

606 x 10-0 

6.6 X 10 -6 

? 4 1()-5 -o X~ 

5 4 6 X 10-5 

.. 

I 
!<' 
(-_-.' 
j 
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Runs 11 2 and J were with BeO orucfbles while Run 4 was vi th a Zr02 

crucible. In all four runs BeO covers were used. The holes in the 

covers were ground as close as possible to knife edges. In Runs 1 and 

2 the MgO charge was removed from the crucible and weighed separately. 

The reported values are the weight losses of the MgO itself~ The total 
1 
'weight losses of the cells were found to be slightly less than those of 

the MgO itself. In Runs 3 and 4 the total lee s of the crucible plus 

MgO is reported as the MgO melted at the points of surface contact 

with the crucibles and could not be removed upon cooling. 

The initial assumption is that only Mg (g), 0 (g) and o2 (g) are 

important, and the rate of effusion of Mg(g) is simply the gram .atoms 

of magnesium vaporized per second. The partial pressures of Mg(g) 

were calculated from the rate equation 

R = 
P (44.383) a 

(Ml' )1/2 

where R is the number of gr.am atoms or moles effusing per second, a 

is the area of effusion hole in cm2, T the absolute temperature, M 

the atomic or molecular weight of the effusing specie,.and Pits 
I 

partial prassure in.atoms. Pressures calculated on this assumption 

are shown in Column 6. 

Comparison .Q! E?rwrimental and Theoretical Values 

8F. - AH 
From lmown values of - ( T T 298 ) and 8H

298 
it is possible to 

calculate the equilibrium constants for the following reactions: 

(1) l~O(s) = Mg(g) + O(g) · K1 = P~0, AH298 = 238.2 ± .5 kcal • ., 

_ ( AF2900 - AH298 ) = 66.66 ± .4 cal./deg. 
2000 

(2) 1/2 02 = 0 K2 = Po/Po 1/2, AH298 .= 58.91 ± .12 kcal.# 
AF - AH298 . 2 

- ( 2000 ) = 15.24 ± .1 cal./deg • 
. 2000 
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KnovTing K1 and K2 together with the auxiliary condition that the rate of 

effusion of magnesium must equal the total. rate of effusion of oxygen 

' . 

(as o2 and 0), we can calculate the true theoretical pressures of magnesium 

inside the Knudsen cell. 
~; 

The value of - ( F2000 - H228 )'for HgO(s) was calculated from 

8 9 2000 . 
Kelley's tables ' and the val.y.es for Hg(g), O(g) and o2 (g) were obtained 

w . . . . ll 
from tabulated values e The best accepted value of -143e 7 ± .1 kcal. 

for the heat of formation of HgO, and the most recent va111e12 for the 

heat of dissociation of o
2 

were used in the calculations. For the heat 

of sublimation of magnesium several sources of vapor pressure data were 

treated. Using Kelley's free energy functions13 together with the 

vapor pressure data we obtained ~H298 = 3~.3. ± .2 kcals from.the 

. 17 
measurements of Coleman and Egerton, and 6H298 = 35.4 ± .5 kcals from 

the measurements of Baur and Brunner.18 Combinfng these results with 

13 ~. 
the value of 6H

298 
= 35.9 kca~, calculated by Kelley from measure-

. ~ 6 ments of Hartmann and Schneide~, we take a value of ~H298 = 35. ± 
. b.R - uH • 

o3 kcals. Since .. - ( T 298 ) is not strongly dependent on 
T 

tempe~ature, the values at T = 2000°K were considered constant over 

a 200° range .. 

The three necessary relationships ~re: 

and RHg 

(1} PHgp 0 = IS_ 

(2) P0/P0 1/2 = K
2 ·2 

2Ro + Ro, which expressed 
2 

(3) ~ 2Po 
= 2 + 

}~1/2 Mo
2
i;2 

in terms 

Po 

Hol/2 

of pressures is , 

Partial pressures of Hg, 0 and 02 vTere calculated by successive 

approximations until two place accuracy was achieved. The values for 

Hg are shown in.Colunm 9. 
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Comparison of Columns 6 ahd 9 shows the observed pressures are 

consistently a factor of five or six times higher than the theoretical 

pressures. With the widest limits of uncertainty in the thermochemical 

data the error in t.F for reaction 1 at 2000°K is 1.3 koal. This 

corresponds to an error in K1 of about 40% and an error of 20% in the 

calculated pressures in Colunm 9. On the other hand the vapor pressure 

measurements are reproducible to better than a factor of two. The 

discrepancy therefore between the observed and calculated pressures 

i;n Colunms 6 and 9 is not just accidental. The initial assumption 

is consequentlY false and we are not permitted to assume that only 

Hg(g), O(g) and o2 (g) are the important vapor species. l.folecular 

species must contribute appreciablY to the vapor and the solid does 

not vaporize simply to the elements. 
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II. THE 1:-~t:..T OF SUJ3LJ:::Ifl.TIOD Cli' HgG (g, 1z) 

Having shovm from the vapor press1.1.re measurements that lfgO (s) 

vaporizes principD.lly inJco r:tolecular spec:ies, the next· problem is to 

consider ~Lhe importa· ce or tbe lowest lmmm 
1z sts.te of l'lgO (g). The 

method to be used is similar to that used by Brewer, Gilles and Jenki..ns.l.L:. 

If an electronic state of .the gaseous molecule in equilibriUln with the 

solid emits a measurable amount of radiation, the heat of sublimation 

of that. particular state can be. determined from the 'variation of 

intensity t-rith temperat1..1.re .. The transition to be treated is the 

well-lm01.m 
1

Z* ~ 1z transition of !>'lgO lying in the green region of 

the spectrume The desired heat is the heat of subli.mc.ttion of·HgO 

( l...,,<) . th •t t' f th 1"''' h . b th g, '"'' nunus , e exc1 a l.On energy o e .i'..J •• , as s own y e 

follm.ring equations: 

(1) HgO(s) 1 
= HgO (g, /.:*) M:I1 

(2) MgO (g, 1.6*) = Ht;O (g, 1.6) AH 2 == - h)l 

(3) HgO(s) 

AH
1 

is to be obtained g:raphic.:::.lly, and this value together t-rith the 

lmovm excitation energy gives us MI
1 

.. 
.... 

Experiment!":.~ 

To obtain a heat of sul?liinD. tion with variation of intensit.y vrith 

tenpera ture the tvro follm·Iing conditions are necessary·: _ 
• 

(1) The gas must be in equilibrium with the solid. 

(2) The temperature'must be high enough to populate the upper 

electronic level. sluficiently to produce an observable amo~~t of 

emission. 

The [ing type resistance furnace as described by Brewer, Gilles 

and Jenkins 1.-ras used as the heating l1nit for HgO., The same type of 
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graphite tubes was used except that the NgO. could not be placed directly 

into the tubes as it is reduced rapidly by the graphite at higher 

temperatures. Instead the grarhite tubes were lined with a o002" sheet 

of. tantalum and a .002" sheet of tungsten was placed inside this tantalum 

lining. The 11g0 was therefore only in contact with the tungsten. 

Graphite reacting with the tantalum formed a TaG layer and the carbon 
" 

could not readily penetrate the tungsten. Consequently, except for 

some attack by the tungsten, rapid reduction of the MgO was preventedo 

After evacuating the furnace, argon was passed in to decrease diffusion 

of MgO vapor out the ends of the tubee An argon pressure of .1 to .2 

atm. was sufficient" A 22 KoV.A. power source, producing 800 amps or 

more in the graphite tubes, was required to produce the desired tempera-

tures" All temperatures were read 1-ri th a calibrated optical pyrometer e 

Twenty e;rams of pressed HgO placed inside the tungsten lining would 

'~st for about an hour at temperatures around 2500°K. 

Emitted light from the 1~ vapor was passed on to the slit of a 

3 meter concave grating spectrograph and reflected directly on to an 

RCA lP 21 photomultiplieF tube" Stray light emitted from the sides 

of the furnace tube was cut out of the beam to prevent high back-

grounds. The photo tube, amplifying unit, and recording .device was 

that described by Phillipso15 The photo tube was part of the scanning 

device and could be set iwmediately at the.desired wave length. 

Several tracings of each spectral feature were made at each temperature 

until it was sure that equilibrium within the furr~ce had been attained. 

A characteristic tracing of the O:,O sequence of the 1.6* ~1z system 

is shown in Figure 1. The actual dispersion of the grating is about 

4A/mm in the first order whereas the scanner was set to a slow enough 

speed to produte a spread of 10.6&/inch on the tracing. 

• 
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?jg ~ - ~~is~ion traci'g of thP ~,n s~oue~ce of t~e green ba~d~ Jf 
l•'Jg() -;::,rod•;crd frorr; }~gn vapor· in eouil:i'::rium 1YLtl; ::gO o-cc}_icl, 
a-;, T = 25S0~1 t;. I:'·ottfd lin0::: represent lirr.its of the true 
bac kgro'_nd. 
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Cg,lcuJatio~ ruill Results 

1 -~ 1 Tracings of the 0,0 sequence of the .Z* - 7 2; transition of 1>1g0 

in equilibrium 'With the solid were made at various temperatures. The 

heights of the 0 1 0 band heat at 5007 .3A, as seen in Figure 1, were 

measured from the lowest dotted line representing the lowest extrapo

lated background. The heights multiplied by the proper amplification 

factor ar.e proportional to the intensity of em5..tted radiation,. The 

intensities presented in Table 3 are the heights in centimeters. 

Table 3 

Relative Intensity 
T°K of o,o Band 

2498 13.6 
2488 ~. 11.3 
2488 10.2 

2533 2Jo0 
2533 21.2 
2528 21.8 

2598 74.0 
2598 66.,0 
2593 70 .. 0 

2648 128.0 
2653 104.0 

The upper dotted line in Figure 1 is an extrapolation of }~ 

rotational structure, the MgH appearing as an impurity in the 

furnace. The variation in heights meas'ijl'ed from the upper dotted 

line is about 10% of the reported values,. The true background lies 

somewhere between the two dotted lines. At temperatures above 2650°K 

the intensities diminish rapidly since the solid disappears at a rapid 



rate and equilibrium is not l1lB.intained, 

Determination of t-H1 for reaction (~~?.. NgO(s) ::o HgO(g, 
1
1:*). 

To obtain the heat of subli."!Jation of the 1z:i~ state, a L plot~ 
which includes the variation in heat capacity with temperature, was 

made instead of a simple t-F)T vs. 1/T plot. 

From thermodynamics we have the relationship: 

d(~F/T)/dT = - .t-H/T2 (1) 

and since the intensity of emitted radiation is proportional to the 
- 1 

concentration of .6*, we have a second relationship: 6F == -RT ln P1 = 
L.:* 

-RT ln klT, k being the proportionality constant. From the relation-
T 

ship: 6H - 6H298 == ~ 6Cp dT, and from known heat capacities of the 
~98 . 

solid and gas' we obtain for reaction (1): 

t.H == L\II298 - 5 .. 21T - .87 X lo-Jr2 - 1.48/T x 105 + 2100. 

The heat capacity for MgO(s) was taken from Ke.lley's Tabie,.8 For the 

gas we are considering a single vibrational level of a particular 

electronic state, and hence vibrational and electronic terms do not 

contribute to the total heat capacitye A ro~~tional contribution 

should be included bu~ since only a few rotational levels are involved 

in forming the heat of the band, is small as compared to the trans

lational termo Therefore a Cp of ;j:?R was taken for the gas. 

Substituting 6H into the equation (1) and integrating we obtain: 
• 74 X 105 

b.F/T = (6H298 + 2100)/T + 5.21 ln T + .87 x lo-Jrr - 2 + canst .. 
T 

Setting b.F equal to -RT ln k IT and letting - ( b.H298 + 2100) 
-- + canst .. 

be~ L , ·He get: 

b.H29g + 2100 ) 
=- (-·---

T 

T 

+ canst. = 4.575 log I + 16.55 log T 

+ o87 X 10-J.r - • 74 X 105_ 
T2 
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The slope of a ~ vs. l)T plot eives us 6H298• The values of~ 

calculated from the averaged sets of data presented in Table 3 are shown 

in Table 4. 

Table 4 

" 2488 63.08 
2533 . 64.67 
2598 67.20 
2648 68.58 

The 2=: vs. 1/T plot is given in Figure 2 in vThich the same weight is 

given to each point. From the slope of the line we obtain 6H298 = 230 

· kcals. To obtain bH
3 

for reaction (3), MgO(s) = HgO (g, 
1:z), vre sub

tract the sum of the electronic and rotational energies of the 12::*. The 

el~ctronic energy calculated from the nand origin is 57 kcals. The 
- ~ 

band head forms approximately at the rotational level J = 40 giving a 

rotational contribution of 2. 7 kcals. He therefore obtain for the heat 
1 

of sublimation of }~0 (g, :Z) a value of 170 kcals. 

Uncertainties in the heat of sublimation. 

In general with a limited number of points it is difficult to 

obtain accurate heats. A small uncertainty in the slope of the line. 

will produ9e a large uncertainty in the heat. In this case there is 

an uncertainty of 10 kcals. alone in establishing the best position 

of the curve. 

Errors my also be due to temrerature gradients along the graphite 

tube. In order to minimize this tin certainty the 1·1g0 was placed in the 

central uniformly heated portion of the tube. rn·making the temperature 

measurements the optical pyrometer was focused directly onto the hot 

surface of the MgO and the temperature was observed to be constant.over 
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the total surface area. Temperatures read on an exposed central portion 

of the graphite tube agreed with readings on the surface of the MgO; 

and since the hot graphite approaches a black body radiator, it was 

presumed that the MgO was also radiating as a black body. 

Reduction of the MgO by tungsten produces a solid oxide of tungsten . 
and eventually the MgO will be completely reduced. As long as solid. 

MgO is still present, however, the true equilibrium pressure of, MgO 

vapor will be maintained. At lower temperatures the reduction is slow 

enough to allow time .for several tracings at each temperature. 

The temperature range which can be studied is limited since at 

lower temperatures the amount of emission is too small to observe 

while at higher temperatures the gas will not reach its true equilib-

rium pressure and the observed intensities will be too small. A plot 
I 

of this type will therefore tend to give low results if the points at 

high temperatures are treated equally with points at lower temperatures. 

Consequently we shall take the ~H298 of 170 kcal.S. as a lower limit. 

Conclusions 

The heat of sublimation of MgO (g, 1~) has been obtained 

graphically and .found to be: ~H298 ~ 170 koala. 

From Kelley's tables8,9 we obtain .for the reaction, 

1 ) ~F2000 - ~298 ) MgO(g) = MgO (g, ~ , - ( = 41.7. 
2000 

Using ~H29s ), 170 kcals. and setting ~F equal to - RT 1n P1 we 
. ~ 

-10 calculate P1~ .(. 10 atms. at 2000°K. Comparing this value with 

the pressure of Mg(g) in Column 9 of Table 2, we see that MgO 
1 

(g, ~) is even less important than Mg(g) and also cannot. be the 

principal vaporizing specie. 



IIIo THE ULTRAVIOLET BA.IID S"ISTEl·f 

The 3700!\. bo.nd system appearing in emission from m.agf!esilL'n burning 

. . . d 1 . b t. . "'] c • • • 4 .11 . ln alr ;:~11. a so 1.n a sorp lOD ln L-'.L.'<leS com_,aJ.!nng mo1.gnes1.um Wl now 

be considered. Although the bands are complex ·and have not been analyzed, 

there are good reasons to suspect from the various \fays they have been 

produced that they either in':olve electronj_c states of HgO or states of 

a more complex molecule containing ma-gnesium and ox;ygen. If ·this 

transition occurs with equal or greater intensity than the 
1

L;* --) 

1 
.2; transition, we ought to observe it in King furnace as we did the 

green bands and further ought to be able to study the states involved 

in the transitiono Experiments ~orere therefore undertaken to obtain 

the 3700A bands both. in emission and absorption m1dE?r equilibril.nn 

vapor conditions and to study the importance of the 1m-test electronic 

state of the tr~nsi tion relative to I-!gO (g, 
1

.z.;) c 

Exnerimental 

The technique • used to produce the lz* --? 1z bands was also 

successful :i.n studying the ultraviolet system. Light from the HgO 

vapor in equilibrium Hith the solid 1-ras passed on to the slit of the 

3 meter grating and reflect~d onto a 1P28 photomultiplier tubeo Slit 

vlidths of .. 1 mm were required to give a reasonable response by the 

phototube. · A quartz optical system Has used throughout the ultra-

violet, experiments o Several tracings at tem;)eratures about 2600°K 

bet1o~een wave lerigths of 3800 and .3600 Angstroms were m.."l.de in order 

to locate the bands. Several molecules and atomic features appeared 

on the emission tracings; and after identifying the important atorruc 

lines, the bands were definitely shown to be the ones observed by 

Barrow and Crawfordo4 Figure .3a is a reproduction of tra.cJngs made 

a.t tvro different teJll}.'era tures. The recording device H'B.S set to 
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produce a dispersion of 42~3 ~/inch on the tracing paper. 

For absorption experiments a xenon lamp with a high effective arc 

temperature in this Have length region was used as a source. Parallel 

light from the source was passed through the calcium fluorite windows 

of the furnace and on to the slit of the spectrograph. Figure 4 shows 

tracings of the transmitteg light from the xenon lamp with absorption 

by the MgO vapor at two different furnace temperatures. The absorption 

features in Figure 4 are seen to be just the reverse of the emission_ 

features in Figure 3a. On this low dispersion the tracings show only 

an integrated shape of absorption features, and small fluctuations in 

the lamp intensity are also present. 

Intensity Comparison of the ~ ~ Systems 

From a comparison cf rates of rise in intensities with temperature 

• for the t"lo~o band systems we can qualitatively establish which of the 

lower states involved in the transitions has the· smaller heat of 

subli.nntion. 

Simultaneous tracings were made for both the green and ultra

violet systems. Ttie furnace was first brought to the desired tempera

ture and held constant to allow the MgO vapor to equilibrate "l.fith the 

solid. The spectrograph was adjusted to permit study of both regions 

with one setting. The scanner was first set at approxinately )+. 5000 

and a tracing of the green system Wa.s made. The scanner was then set 

at approximately ~3700 and a tracing of the ultraviolet region was 

taken. Several tracings of each system were made at a particular 

temperature until equilibrium was established and tracings of each 

system were reproduced with the same shape and magnitude. The 

furnace temperature ~ms then changed and another series of tracings 

were made. Figure 3a is a reproduction of two tracings of the ultra-



I 

I 
\ __ ...... &/-----------.... -

3700 3750 3800 3850 

Fig. 3 -

(a) '~··hernal err•issj on tracing~ of the 
ultraviolet bands 

4950 5000 

(b) 

(b) Thermal e~issio~ 
tradngs cf the 
gresr; bands. 

0.._.,111. li"l':s rr--nrr:-sr·'t trar:i'~gs rr,P.dF <:>t 'I = ?f.nocK vr·.ilr d:fc'_r'i 
l~n0s reor~sr,t trac'ngs madP at T = 255noK ExtraoolatFd 
backgroun~s are also injicat~d 
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I ----------------------~------------

3650 3700 3750 3800 3850 

Fj g 4 - IntPYlsH.y tr2ci nr,:s of l i t;ht transd ttrd from. a XF':lon larp 
t~roug~ Mg0 vapor showing absorotion ~f radiatio, by the 
van or The npor- r tracj ng as m2tie ' t 'I = 0 32n°t\ a'ld the . 
lcr~twr at 1 = 2420 K. Do'Str:.d lines are zero light rr. ference 
ljnrs 



violet reg:ton, and Figure 3b :>bows t\.ro tradngs of the greeh systc:11,. 

The solid lines are tracings made~ at T~-= 2600°K 1-:hile the tracings shown 

by dot ted l:L'1es were made at. T = ;::5')0°1~ ~ Tho b3.ckgreunds are extrapo-

lations of the obse:rved 'bac kgrmmds .. 

First 1.J'e consider the excited stat'3S and the reactions: 

(1) >rgC (s) = X (g)* 

(2) HgO(s) = l·fgO (g, l:z;r-) 6H * 
2 

x·(g)* represents an excited state of the unlmown molecular specie. 

1<7-oin thermodynamics \.J'e have the relationships: 

d ( ~Fl*) flli ~(-
T '1 

= - iT dT 

(1) 

flF * 
d ( =.g ) IJH * T 2 =-

T2 dT 
(2) 

Setting flF 
1 
* equal to -RT 1n k1 r1 

T and flF 
2 
* equal ~o k2I 2T, 

\-!here r1 and r2 are the intensities of the ultraviolet and green 

systems respectively and k1 and k2 are the proportion'llity constants, 

we obtain from equations 1 and 2: 

' (ln I1T) d llHl* 
= 

T2 dT 
(3) 

d (ln. I 0 T) flH * ·- 2 
'"' TT dT 

(4) 

For comparison pm·poses in the ultraviolet system we will 

consider the strong molecular features in the region of ~ 3720 as 

seen in Fignre 3<'lo The features appearing at approximately A 3$1+0 

contain the strong 
...., 

~po transition of magnesium and catmot 

be used., For the green sys t.em we -vlill treat the sequence of bands 
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beginning at A 5007 • .3. Using the areas enclosed by the solid and 

dotted lines as measures of integrated intensities for both systems, 

we find 

F 1 .. 6, 

We see that the green system is rising more rapidly with temperature 

than the ultraviolet system. Expressed mathematically, 

< 
I 
2, T or: 

Therefore, from equations .3 and 4 we may al~o write: 

Assuming the ·ultraviolet bands involve a monomer of. l1g0 we can plot 

log r1/r2 
vs. 1/T and obtain from ·the slope the difference in heats 

of sublimation of the t\.rO excited electronic states.. A plot of this 

type was made using the integrated intensities from the tracings shown 

in Figure .3a, and a difference of roughly 50 kcals. was obtained. 

With an esti.n:ated uncertainty of 20 kcals., we have: 

To ob~in a relation between the heats. of sublimation of the lower 
--...~ 

levels we subtract from 6Hl* and 6H2* the electronic energies. 

reactions are: 

(.3) 

(4) 

HgO(s) 

MgO{s) 

= HgO X(g) 
1 

l1g0 (g, ~) 

The 



Y(-r) ·t:':!.'!'""Y'>.0L.::Il"("C: ~l. <...:> r'-'i· .. e .•... -1~ Ju 

.-,-, t' tl 1") . lD8 9D8TGf _or 19 L, lS 57 h:·•.1s e 

',re he_'Je t-h-2:1 the follouing relation3: 

l}li 
"]_ 

{J";;f -:< 
'"l 77 l-rco.ls., 

LIB LIH ,:* 5'7 l:calso 
2 J ,_ 

20 k::o.ls., HG obta.in the relation: 

~)hmri.ng the 1ovGr le:;ve1 of ultraviolet sy:c.tem lies sisnificant1y louer 

Con::lusi~g §.nd Discussion 

The .37QQ,, b'tnds! oric;int3.lly produced i:n emission from burning 

rilagnesi um and in e_b<:orption in fb.mes containing magnesium, ha.ve been 

pr-oduced in absorption :1116 emission in equil:ibriuln 1·li th solid l-1g0. 

' i\. conp.::1rison of intensities of ths u1trEJ.vio1et ::md green systems 

has shmm the lm-:er S~'1 te of the ultraviolet system to have a smaller 

heat of subli.TILatlon than the 
1z state by approximately 70 kcals. 

These results shmi the press-ure of the u...'1knoHn molecule to be 

1 
si,~:nificantly greater than that of the -.2; 3.nd sugp;est the possibility 

that the unknmm molecule is the principc<:tl Y3.por specieo 

On the tent:t-l:.J.ve --:tssumption tht=Lt a monomer is the principal 

vaporizing spe-c_ie, -we can calculate a heat of sublimation from the 

vapor p:re:331li'C data shmm in Table 2, taldnc: the Height loss due 

mainly to NgO(r;). Table 5 gi,res results of such calculations~ An 

electronic c:·ontribution shou1d also be included in the free energy 

r~u:~c:tions in Table 5 j_f the vaporizing specie is a mu1tiplet 

<d.ectronic st,J.te., If' the molecule is a 3.z: state of I'1gO, the 

quantity RT b.3 should be added to the ta.bulat.ed v:o..lues of ~H298 .. 



l'able 5 

Prvrgo in A t.ms .. 
(Calculated from Bate Eq .. ) 

5.,84 X 10-5 
4o20 x lo-5 
1 .. 84 x lo·-4 
3.81 x lo-4 

llF AH 
(- T ~ u 298) 

T 
I1gO(s) = HgO(g) 

41.66 
L1-l .. 66 
41 .. 33 
41olJ 

liH298 in Kcals. 

IvfgO(s) = MgO(g) 

123.5 
124.8 
125o2 
125 .. 1 

Averaging the results of Table 5 we obtain a heat of sublimation 

of 124 ± 2 kcals. Comparing this with the experimentally obtained 

value of ~170 kcals., for the heat of sublimation of the 
1

1: state of 

MgO we see the principal vaporizing specie must be at least 45 kcals. 
1 

lower than the .L: state. The ground level of the ultraviolet 

transition has been shown to be 70 ± 20 kcals. lower than the 1~ state. 

The thermochemically obtained heat of sublimation and the heat of 

sublimation of the unknown molecule determined spectroscopically, 

therefore, are the same within the experimental uncertainties, and 

it is reasonable to conclude that the unknown molecule is the 

principal vaporizing specie.. Even if the spectrum pertained to a 

' polyatomic molecule, the s~~e general conclusions could be drawn. 

Huldt and La.gerqvist4 obtained a thermochemical value of 5 .. 2 

e.v. for the dissociation energy of HgO. Uith the same heats of 

reaction used previously and with this value for the dissociation 

energy we calculate a heat of sublimation of 118 kcals. This is 

4 kcals. from the tu~certainty limit of the value obtained here. 



l'\:.rther iEvesti131tion of the vJ.' n.v!.olct bJ_nd system is neces s~2.7 

On lev: di.spe:rsio:n til'::: h:mds 'JY'C too conplGx t,o T;ermit a vibrational or 

did not ]Ja.ve iiufficient resolution to ctt·~~·3:m~-t a vibrc:ti:~ional s.nalysis .. 

th~ lJG.rld.s in to 

but O'Je:t'·-al1 litt1e -;,rork h.o .. s b0cn done on the ult!':::tviolet syste:"le In 

a !-wp:c of obt.;.ining fu.J:-~.he:r infornntion :;_bout the electronic st<.ttes 

invo1vscl in tlliS tra.nsiti_on 1¥:3 havs obt:tined the b:mds asain W1der 

higher dis~ersion~ 

E:(~-:,crirrrG!1t~~ 

.,.. "''(· 1 • I· , .:.AJ,\)i.J; _,__ll1es 1 .lnc:n, giving :t linsnr dispe:rsion of ,.67.J./mm atA3700 in 

·Lhe eecond orc1er G An e:l::;hteen-inch photo(;raphic pl-'1. t8 was placed on 

th8 Rowln.ncl circle Hith the center of plate at ::t;Yrro::im3.tely A3'750 

so as to include a ran::;e between )d600 and )..3900. Eastnnn 1\odak 

II <t-o rlc1-Les 1-.rere used o.nd found to give shar;_::> contr~ste The three 

fo:lloH:i.ng ::1ethods of e:-::cit:J.tion \Jere used: 

(l) Burning l-b;:t,n(-3si'UJ': 

Light fro:-1 the hixrning end of a th:Ln piece of :r:-c:.-:;nesium ribbon 

fed through a q1D.rtz tv .. be was focused directly. onto the slit, The 

h•2ight of the quartz tube cou.ld be adjusted to ::tlloH only selective 

por~~ions of the fl:,me to focus on t.l-le slit., but the errD.tic bTtrning 

of t.ht:: ribbon ·.-;ould not c..llov complete o:~clusion of continuous 

raclhtion .:·rom the c:low:Lnr:; l:J<:J.S3,. Slit Hidths of g05 n1lll uith an 

exposure til110 of ten IJinutes \Jere re,:uired to give o0serva.ble spectra.l 

In .~ome C'l sos burning po :!.lets of .r:r1~nes i u:n, crhich Give a 



with pg.rtially resolved rot.1. tioneJ ::; ~·=-'~~- -i";u:r 3~ b~~t oV'2{1appLrrg of .mny 

vibrational bands forb.id 2 vibr:::.tion:.l n.naly:>i.E o 

(2) Ihgnesium Arc 

Ivhgnesh1Jn electrodes of one-h:~.lf ind1. di:::w-n.otor 'lnd apnroxint.J.tely 

3" long were fo.stencd to the el:lmps of 'r: conv~<r1tiona.l ir·on arc~ The 

arc was powered by a 220 Yolt DC sour·c(:>., The green portion of the arc 

was focused onto the slit, and the positton of the arc could be 

adjusted to allow only o. cr::r·t·J.in portion to be exposed to the slito 

The arc could be run for only 30 seconds at a time as the electrodes 

became overhe:1ted., In some cases the arc vent out by :itself after a 

few seconds because of l.J:gO forr.ntion at the surface of the electrodes .. 

Slit vridths were Oo05 :rn:rt and the to·L-3.1 exposure times wer~ about 10 

minutes o Backgrounds on the plo. tes vrere considerably reduced ancl 

rotational structur'e ;.ras more obvious th::m on tbe e:;,::nosures with 

burning n'lgnesiur:t., E:1.ny impurity lines and bands e1.lso a.p-,eared., 

Bands of CN . .o~ere partict~b.:-ly s trongt ~.nd presenee of these imp•l:'i i:.ie2 

would not permit an an:1lysis., 

(3) Thermal Excitat:lo:n 

The bands were obt:;.ined in emission :::.nd ab~oorpt.Lm in the rr.'J.nner 

previously described. 

(a) For emissior. .the J.igO was 'brought to temreratures of abo•Jt 

slit width of C.03 nn !ln e::y,oswe ti.mP. of 35 rnin:x:~es was :t:•equlred,. 

(b) For absorption a xenon b .. 1nr -vm.e us:::-d o.s a source of' 

continmm., An HgO temrcra"':·m·e of 2"',>C 0r~ '-r~s :'ound to be t.i1c most 

ideal for reversal of t:1c hmds. This te~;1pera tu:re is lover tl1o.n the 



effoc:-':.ive hm.p tempero.tt1re and still hizh enoueh to produce a l:J.rge 

concentration of vapor. The slit width was again 0$03 mm~ At this 

tenperature the solid : IgO lasted about 40 minutes wh::.ch vras a 

sufficient ex:•osUTe time. 

Description of the Ultrav~olet D2.nds 

Spectro7a:-1s of the bands obtained m1c~er high excitation as in 

the case of blrrnin~; :::!Kl[;nesiun and mac;nesim1 3.rcs arc too complex to 

permit a vibrational analysis by themselves. The spectrograms 

obt;:;.inecl u .. '1r1er er.:uilibriun vapor conc1i tions, hm.r0ver, ar0 considerably 

less cony:.lex since only lmver vibrational levels are populated and 

only a fetv of the rrincipal bands appear~ In oUT analysis of the 

bands '"e Hill treat them as we vrould a sinple diato.!'lic spectrum, 

ac:::-a.uning a .!'lonomer of l![;O is involved in the tran~~j_tj on. From the 

vibrating frequencies of the dnglet state of J.;go we t-IOuld expect 

this molecule to have a vibrating frequency between 800 and 900 cm-lo 

The spacing between the 0,0 band and the O,I h:md '"oulc'l therefore be 

of the order of 100 i1ngstroms. Close exa.mina tion of all the plates 

shOi·!S, not one, but several sets of sequences scpG.rated by ::tr-rroxi-

113. te ly this distance., If the mole cnle is a simple monomer, the only 

conclusion is that more thJ.n tHo electronic states are involved in 

the trr:msitione The splittings are too gre.:.ct to be siJnply multiplet 

splittings~ Three ::1easured sets of secmences are shm-m in Table 6~ 

A.ll of the bo.nd he2.ds presented in Table 6 Here observed in 

therm..cl absorption. If the bands were distinguishable on other 

plates, the other methods of excitation are also listed. The 

meast1reuents in general agrGe ui th those of Barrovr and Crawford.,1' 
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1st Sequence 
_·:"}Heads_ 

A V 
372l.Ll.1 26863.9 
3731.75 26789.5" 
3742.27 26714.2 
3751.)3 26649.7 
3759.38 26592.6 
3766 • 50 265Le2 • 3 
3772.86 26497.6 
EJ!}_t) __ 2642.2 

~- Head 
3725.7 26'"""'8,.....3-3-

-- ... -- --· --·--·-- _, -----

c; \TS t(:· r t ,_.;II 

1st ::~e'luence 
'J Heads 

-- ~--"'<.- -- ---
--~-..!.L. __ j_ 

37Cl. '": 
J6S 5 o•'2 
36::6. 5? 

2698<3.7 
27053.7 
2711[~. 3 

Hethods 
of 

Excitation 

1,2,.3a,3b 
1,2,3a,Jb 

3a,3b 
Ja, .3b 
3:1, Jb_ 

1' 2' .3a , Jb 
1,2,3a, 3b 
1,2,3a,Jb 

1,2,3a,Jb 

.?-l) 
Jb 
3b 

Direction 
of 

Degradation 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
n 
R 
R 

v 

v 
v 
TT 
\; 

-....-..- __ ,.._ ---------- ..... -~ --- -------- ~-- ---------·----------
1st 0ccyence 

Hc.:...~Cls :.::n~_~c~s i::'n:~t.tc-:1 
---~p----

_____A ____ --···----
Jy::t.en 37S'::j.J ·::<-19 
III 3804.4 26278 

JS05 .!... 26271 
3C~l0.2 2623? 
JS15. 7 2620C 
?;"!l'S ~ ')(-"'O"J 

~- -- -·--·- .::'...:J_-.5~ .. •..:::.... ____ .. ~-:.2_..L_.::..:.·:___, 

l,2,3a,Jb 
1,2 
1' :2' 3::t ' 3b 
1,2;.5t 
1 
1 

R 
R. 
R 
R 
R:? 
H? 
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2nd Sequence 
Q Heads 

X V 
3626.7.3 27565.2 
3659.95, 27315.0 

3rd Sequence 
·l lie-'ldS --x· v 

J.~,/._6 .84 25988 oO 
3852,.81 25934.3 

.?.nd SeCJ_nence 
Q HeCJ.ds 

x-:-:-. -__ p 

3~~02.4 

3792.8 
J'":l3L~ .5 

26291 
26.358 
26L~16 

2nd Seque:q.ce 

J.9)·x -~~cl("~ipnated 
3681:-
3691.2? 

27137 
27084 

;/ret hods 
of 

Excitation 

Jb 
3b 

}-'1' 3b 
3a, .3b 

]9., 3b 
3a,3b 
3a ~ 31-J 

3b 
3b 

Direction 
of' 

Degradation 

v 
R 

? 
? 

v 
v 
v 

R. 
? 
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spectrogra~ns se-veral 1~1o::1bers of the sec,uencc: .1~~: c::1r o The T.J.e>nbers con-

veree off tmmrd th~ rc;d 1rhiJ.e ths: :Cl::cst :-.lGT.l~xr;.~s :·<.:r-8 cbviously ch:lded 

toward the violet. 'l'he third :md fourth members of the sequence are 

ba.rely visible on -~.lie eni.ssion srectrograns obtained b;r bm·n!ng rng-

nesium. \Je see, therefore, a sequence of bo.nds initially shaded to 

the violet, becoming· headless, and finally shading ·coHard the red. 

'Ti1e sixth nember of the sequence appears quite intense on the emission 

spectrogra::-J.S ·md in<l·Ged is shaded to the red.. From this \-re can con-

elude nearly equal rob.tional constants for the two states, Bl ce 3l. 
From the direction in which the b:>.nds are progrescl.ng we can also 

conch,_de: ',{ 1 < irl". ::..nother interesting feature is that the OO.nd 
1 1 

heads at ). 3721.1~9, ~ 3725.7 and )\.3731. 75 each have multiple com-

ponents, an indication of multiplet states vdth Hund 1s case (b) 

coupling. 

The second systera has tHo sequences of comparable intensity both 

degrading and progresdng toward the violet, 3 1 ) :S", 
2 2 

A third system has one intense sequence of bands 

.i'J I > ~,Jtl • 
2 2 

at ).3798 

shaded a.nd progressing toward the red and a second weaker sequence at 

A 3684 also shading and progressing to the !'ed. This shov;s us: 

=· ( :3" 
3 3 

-:md ~1~ ( \1 11 
• 

../ 3 
Other weaker bands also appear in therm'll absorption but were 

not measured. Some of -t.hese TI1D.y be :oembers of the systems alre;9-dy 

nentionecl or mc'ly be ;:o.rt of •:mother system. In order t,o expb.in the 

presen09 of so many bc..nd syster:1S as part of a simple diatomic spectrtun 

He are forced to recogn:!.ze the e:x:istnnce of several electronic states. 

C 1 
. . . ne e::-:p ana--c~on lf3 that there are hro u;,per electronic states lying 

close together and two lower states lying close to:;etber. Correlation 

3 ':l rules J.J.low a l: and __.11 state to form from the ground state magnesitun 



- ~,r-._ 
./ .... 

and oxygen atoms. .an e.lternate exrhn-::.tion is that the molecule is 

polyatomic and we are observing more th;:;.n one node cf vibration. 

Considering all aspects of the spectru.rn, hmmver, the former solution 

t b th ~ .11 'J .L-. 1 16 . 1 f th . . appears o e e more r ea<:n) e. ' erilaeg 1e lS a so o · e oplnlon 

that several states are involved. 

A provisional vibrational scho~e is Given for system I in Table 7o 

He have taken the intense band at )'13721 3.3 the beginning of the (', 0 

sequence. This scheme nrust be tal:en tentatively until the numbering 

of the bands is definitely est:1blished. 



~It 0 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 
v 

0 26863.9 (875.9) 25988B0 
(801.5) 

1 26789.5 (S55o2) 259Jl~o3 
(775. 7) (779.9) 

2 27565.2 (851) 26711, 0 2 

3 26649.7 
CtJe 11 ~ 9021 Xe 11 We 11 -::-'lJ 
we' c- 817, Xe 1 (J) e 1 '::::"' <). 5 

L.,. 26592.6 
(722.4) 

I 

5 27.315.0 (772 0 7) 26542.3 \_0 r 
6 26497o6 

7 26459 

Table 7 
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inportant than the h:no~ ··I: st-3.t8 of :IgG.~ ·11"-: +.here is st2·ong ev-idence 

indicating tl1:ls 1.mJ:nown electronic sp0da 5.s the pr .'Lndpal ·v'3.rorizing 

molecule. The spectruLl of the ultr::.\.'i.•JJ.c t b:~n<i.s is not inc.onsis tent 

\lith a sir.J.ple diatomi_c spectrmn if w:: reco;:!,nize the po;;rdbility th:::.-t, 

several electronic levels are involved in the tr:msition,. 

Treating the unlmown molecule as the principal vaporizing monomer, 

using the heat of sublimation shovm in Table 5 and the experimental 

determined value for the heat of subli.Jm.tion of the 
1

2: sta.te, employing 

the correlation rules and using the frequency meastiTements in Table 6, 

we can set up the follo\!ing energy level diagram for the gaseous 

molecules., 

and 
3

2: l---- V 1 = 0 

26864 

and 32: 
V" 

125 kcals. 5.4 e.,v e 

-1 em 

~170 kcalso>.t 7.,4 e.v. 

---------------------- HgO (s) 



A rotatiom.l analysis of the ultraviolet SIJ8ctrum lioulcl 0ive us a 

moment of inertio. Hhich would be more conclusive in identifying the un-

knmm molecule. Even on the high disr.ersion obt,.1:tned here, ho'.rever, 

the rotntional structure was only parthlly resolved and attenrts at a 

rota tiom.l an'llysis 1-1ere 1.msuccessful. A st1;.dy of the isotope shift 

uou~d also give us :J.dditional infornntion about the molecule. A third 

:nethod to distinguish a monomer from a polymer is to study the intrn-

sities of the ultraviolet and green bands together under equilibrium 

vapor conditions, at constant temperature, but varying the thermo-

dynamic activity of the solid HgO. The chemical equations are: 

(1) IfgO (s, activity 1) !fgO (g, 

(2) 1Ig0 (s, activity 2) 1·!g0 (g, 

The thermodynamic relationship is: 

(.:tcti vi ty 1) 
::: 

(activity 2) T 

ar expressed in terms of intensities: 

(J.ctivity 
::: 

(activity T 

lL:) 

lL:) 

p 

p 

I 

1/x (l:go) (g) 
X 

1/x (HgO) 
X 

(g) 

(l;go) (activity 
X 

(HgO) 
X 

(activity 1) 
X 

(l·fgO) (activity 2) 
X 

1/x 

T 

l/x 

T 

Com!fi?..ring the intensities of the tHo band systems at different 

a.ctivities of the solid ;.rill c;ive a value for x. The TIBtbod described 

in previ01.1s sections could be used here ag::.in except that in this case 

'.re vrould vary the a.cti vi ty of 1'fg0 instead of the temperature., The 

probleiJ would be to find substances \·Thich will dissolve solid HgO at 

higher tem1~eratures but Hill not chemic2.lly react vri th it. 



1\l'TD THE DISSCCIA!ICT :SiTLRGY CF SnO 

Introduction 

Bre'vTer and H<:l.stick20 have reviewed the data in the literature on 

the heat of formation of easeous SnO and have combined this value with 

a value of the heat of subl:Lmtion of tin to obtain the heat of dis-

sociation of the SnO molecules to the gaseous atomso This value was 

found to be in close aereement with the line~r Birge-Sponer extrapolation
21 

of the vibrational levels of SnO o Barrmr and Drum..'llond22 have recently 

reconsidered these calculations and by use of a lower heat of subli-

mation of tin have cl::dmed that the data indicate a linear Birge-Sponer 

extrapolation to an excited tin state rather th::m to the ground state 

tin atom. 

In an effort to resolve this difference the heat of 2ubli!1Jation 

of tin was redetermined by measv.re1:1ents of the vapor pressure using tho 

Yumdsen r:.e t:10d. The va;-)or i'ressure of tiYl '·u.:~ been determined 

·')) '"'~/ TT. ~>-t.L 1 .. 25 'J6 previously by ~In.rtenberg, '·- Qreonwood, .::. + ,,a.c '"ec,., B:uff and Bergdahl,'~ 

?'"' 
and Granovskaya and Lyubir.lovo _/ 

Table 8 indicates ~,:1e te~:1reratt..rre ro.nses u::ed in so:r1e of the 

previous investigations, the :e1ethod of st·w'l;;r, o.Yld ~he a~rc~rac;e heat of 

subl:Lmtion at 298°1: deri-ccd from these results using free energy 

functions. Heats calculat'3d from the vapor pressur8 data of Ruff 'l.nd 

Bergdahl and Granovs1mya 'lnd L;y-ubimov are 61" and 65 lccJ.ls. respecti-vely. 

Of these previ.ous deterc.1:i.1utions, all of t:-w methods used except that 

by Harteck ancl c,ranovskaya :1nd L;;rubirr1ov are su1~ject to a very serious 

error 'oec::mse t:;_n forms o. vola tile oxide .SnO Hhich is much more 

vola tile than the nctJ.lo 



Tel:lperature 
Investigator P..ange °K 

Von :.Jartenberg 

Greenwood 2240-2380 

Harteck 

T'J.hle 3 

:rethod 

Flow System 

Observation of 
Boiling 1 oint 

Knudsen 

61 

73 



-L;.l-

':' 1m::: ).,-,~- ·1ethod 1.rhich does not con;:1letely eHmino.te the presence of 

c ":'_f2}-~;,.,_ :_n the form of elemental oX"JGen or 1.13:1-,<:::r or carbon dioxide is 

1:L:J<.=' to give results 1-1hich are much too high. Comparison of the 

:~es·:l~.ts of 'l'able 8 shows that the ;aethods which do not rigorously 

e]_:L-1inate oxygen do in fact give much too high va:ror pressure. Ihrteck 

us.c;c)_ 3.n effusion method in vacmun which can avoid this error because 

·c:}w OJ-..'Ygen can be completely removed by evacuation. Since the Yilludsen 

;::,-· ·hod appears to be the only one 1o1hich is likely to give reliable 

l"'·':'.;u-~ts it was used also in this work. 

Experimental 

The apparatus and procedure described by Brewer and l1astick29 

were also used for this work. The Y111udsen cell was made of graphite. 

For the lids, graphite, tantalum carbide and tantalum were used i..ri th 

varying hole sizes. The vapor pressure was determined by meas1~ing 

the weight loss of the Knudsen cell after diffusion had proceeded 

for approxims.tely tuo hours in·the average run. The results are 

tabulated in Table 9. 

The crucible covers in Runs 1 and 2 did not have knife-edge 

holes in them and consequently the flovl of gas vras restricted and 

lower pressures were observed with correspondinely higher heats. 

The free energy functions used for these calculations Here 

obtained from Bre1ver~3 It \vas assumed that ·monatomic tin was the 

rnain gaseous species. The recent stvr.1;y of tin vapor in the :rm ss 

spectrometer by Hon1g29 vrould substantiate the assumption that r.1onatomic 

tin is the main species.' Averacing the resu1ts of "'able 9 yields 2>H298 

70 ± 2 kcal. for Sn(s) = Sn(g). This new result agrees quite closely 

uith that obt::tined b:J' ==J.:rtec1: ::mel :.s the s:1ne hc:tt of sublinu.tion of 

- 20 
tin as that used by BreHe~l~ ~md 'b.stick. Thus the validity of the 
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linear Birge-Sponer extr::tpolation21 for tin oxide is substantiatedo 

The Knudsen technique will give jiressures lm-rer th::.m the equilibrium 

pressure only when the accomodatim coefficient o£' the y~,:,orizing specie 

is considerably lower than rmity3 The relationship between the actual 

pressure inside the cell and the true e1uilibrium pressure as given by: 

Peq_ = P (1 + a/aA), where P is the true equilibrium vapor pressure, 
v eq. 

P is the actual pres~ure, a the cross sectional area of the orifice, 

A the cross sectional area of the crucible, and a the accomodation 

coefficient. In runs 3, 4, 5 and 6, the ratio of hole to crucible 

area, a/A, was .02. In order to be off by a factor of hw or more to 

the true equilibrium pressure the accomodation coefficient must be 

equal to or less than .02. The accomodation coefficient was checked 

by measuring the degree of bouncing of tin atoms off of a platinum 

collector plate. A negligible amount of tin was observed to bounce 

off. The accomodation coefficient, therefore, was considered to be 

close to unity and the actual pressure inside the cell must closely 

approach the true equilibrium vapor pressure. 

Brewer and Hastick20 have pointed out that the fourth group 

oxides appear to give very satisfactory linear Birge-Sponer extrapo-

lations assuming that the extrapolations go to the ground atomic state. 

The present work reconfirms this for SnO. Also, as pointed out by 

30 
Brewer, recent work on GeO by Jolly and Latimer and work by Gilles 

and 1~heatley on TiO have confirmed the validity of the linear Birce-

Sponer extrapolations for these molecules. In every instance where 

data are available for fourth group oxides this extrapolation appears 

to 1-rork quite \rell. 



pro::;oscd c::nd c1-i:r:;·.~-t.8d t>:'_s rs::;:::;arch rroblsm, and ;::c::-t~.cula.rly I ~hould 

li1:e to th:mJc hi~ll for th8 ::nny bcm:Ci ts 1 lkV8 c:.orived fran my 

I r;hould '1.1so lil~e to t:·:n.nl: :'rofessors Fr:J.ncis !t. Jenl::ins, John G. 

fhillips, :mc.l Y:Cn·l -.!iehnd for their :131p.ful disrms;dons on !Cpectros-

copic ::t~;;cc~--- of' t:1o i':;:obler~ .mc.l for their ::t:::Jistance in setting up 

and operating the spectroscopic equipnent.,. A note of thanks is ::tlso 

due ;{r. J::t.aes 1'~.ne '.Iho checl~ecl. the "Jccornod1tlon coefficient of tin., 

n:;;-·ort: espeGi::tlly l>::. J. ·.!.cdte \·Tho t;yn_:;ed the origim.l manuscript$ 
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